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Gabriel’s old conjecture on the finiteness of finite type is well known. It 
says that for each dimension there exists only a finite number of algebras of 
finite representation type. Roiter [8] has published a combinational proof of 
this statement. During the 1981 Oberwolfach meeting, using the methods of 
algebraic topology, P. Gabriel gave a simpler proof for the case of Schurian 
algebras. 
We will extend here this result to algebras whose universal cover has no 
oriented cycles, such algebras are precisely the standard algebras. The proof 
is inspired on Gabriel’s talk. 
While writing this notes, Bretscher and Gabriel [ 31 informed us that they 
have similar results. 
Throughout the paper, k will be a fixed algebraically closed field and A a 
finite dimensional basic k-algebra. Associated with /1 we find a quiver 
(= connected and oriented graph) constructed as follows (See 141). Let 
k ’ ,...’ e,) be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of 11, then 
the quiver Q associated to /i has as vertex set Q. = {l,..., n) and from i to j 
there are nii directed arrows with njj = dim, ej rad,4/rad* /le,. The quiver 
algebra kQ has as k-basis all the directed paths in Q and the multiplication 
of two paths is defined in the obvious way. If A, is the set of arrows from i 
to j, let {y, 1 a E Aii} be a subset of ej radile, such that (4;, 1 a E A,,} is a 
base of e.j rad A/rad’* nei. Then the algebra morphism 9: kQ + A, d(a) = ~9, 
is surjective. The ideal I of kQ such that n EC kQ/Z =: k(Q, I) is an 
admissible ideal of kQ. 
In 13 1, we introduced a universal cover for the quiver with relations (Q, I) 
in the way now briefly described: Let W be the set of all paths in Q, 
beginning in a fixed vertex x0 E Q,, these paths not necessarily oriented. that 
is. for each arrow x _tn IJ in Q, we admit ~1 en-’ X. We denote by - the 
equivalence relation in W induced by the following elementary relations: 
(a) If x +‘I y is an arrow in Q, then aa PI - 5,. and a ‘a - 5,. where 
r,. is the trivial walk on x. 
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(b) If Xi”= 1 LiPi E 1(x> Y> is a minimal relation, that is n > 2 and for 
each 4 # K $ {l,..., m}, CiCK Lipi 66 Z(x, y). Then, pi -,uj for every pair 
i,jE {I)...) m). 
(c) Ifu-v by means of (a) or (b). Then WUW’ - wuw wherever the 
products make sense. 
We now build a quiver with set of vertices 0, = WI-. Take x, , x2 E 0,. 
we put x, + x2 if and only if there exists w,, wz E W such that x, = Iu’, 1. 
x2 = [ wz] and there is an arrow a in Q with w2 = aw,. The resulting quiver 
is denoted Q. 
In the case we are interested in /i is of finite representation type, then (see 
[ 11) Q has no double arrows, that is, ni,i < 1 for i, j E ( l,..., n}. In this 
situation an arrow x, --f x2 in Q uniquely determines the arrow a in Q, so we 
can write x, +’ x2 for the arrow in Q. And the map 7~: Q--t Q given by 
x, +& x2 b e(x,) +a e(xJ is well defined, where e(x,) denotes the final 
vertex of a representative of xi. 
We define now the ideal fin Q generated by the liftings of the zero and 
minimal relations in I. Then rt: (0, fi + (Q, I) becomes a surjective quiver 
map with n(Z) = I, and its action is determined by the fundamental group 
ZZ,(Q,Z), that is, ZZ,(Q, Z) is a group of (0, fi-automorphisms such that 
KX = 7cq’ if and only if there exists g E ZZ,(Q, Z) with gx = 4’. for any 
x, JJ E 0,. Besides, the action of ZZ,(Q,, Z) is free: if x E Q, and g E ZZ,(Q, I) 
with gx = x then g is the trivial element. 
The following theorem is fundamental: 
THEOREM [ 71. Let A = k(Q, I) be a representation finite type algebra 
and 7~: @,o + (Q, Z) the universal cover. Assume 0 has no oriented cycles. 
Then ZZ,(Q, I) is a free group. 
As proved in 171, the representation finite type algebras whose universal 
cover have no oriented cycles coincide with the standard ones, in the sense 
of 121. 
Of course, all the statements above can be generalized to the locally 
representation-finite case (for the definitions, see 12 I). 
Assume /i is a locally representation finite k-category, for each pair 
x, y E ObA, let ,.Bx be a k-base of Hom,,(x, y), we say B is an almost 
multiplicative base if for every >,E, E $, ;a, E zB,, there is an element 1 E k 
and ;E, E ,B, such that &,, ,.e, = 2 :t’,. We say B is multiplicative if always 
I. E (0, l}. 
Our main result will follow from the next: 
THEOREM. Let A be a 1ocallJr epresentation-finite k categoq). Assume 
k(Q, Z) 2 A and 7~: (0, f) + (Q. I) is the universal covering map, such that 0 
has no oriented cycles. Then A has a multiplicative base. 
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Let A be a locally representation-finite k category with an almost 
multiplicative base B. For x, y E Q,, we write )B, = ( y~c) 1 i = l,..., n,,,}. 
We choose (Q, Z) the quiver with relations associated to A, such that 
A g k(Q, I), satisfying 
(iI 
y&x = ?, if X=J 
- 
a if x +O 4’ in Q. 
This is possible because, given x+~ 4’ an arrow in Q, one of the basics 
(ycc) / i = l,..., n X,Y) must be irreducible; we can assume the first one. 
We write c(i) ,&Ci) = A(,,&$ ,&y) ,v&lf’ 
define S,(A) ‘a$ the’abelian 
when this scalar is not zero. We 
group free in Q,,, S,(A) the abelian group free 
in B, S,(A) the abelian group free in B, = ((,t.:‘, z~-t,i’) E B* / :E:!) ,,e:-y) # 0) 
and S,(A) the abelian group free in B, = { (?E:), ;E:,~‘, , .F:~)) E B3 / 
(k) 
WC : * :&'j' ,&'i) # 0). 
With theie elements we construct the abelian groups chain 
4: S,(A)+ s,(n) given by 6,(,c.y’) = ~1 - .Y, 
a*: S,(A)+S,(A) given by 
6,( ,,&p. ;t$)) 
= .-t$” - )A.:’ - .-&i.i), if vc(.i) _ J c’i) = /I(,.&‘,“, &‘) I&,:;’ ?’ * 
and 
4: S,(~)+S*(~) given by 
i&(,cj;“, &), ,v&:k)) 
= ( ,!i) -,(j)) - ( 4‘ r)‘) ;Eq), ,,.E!.k)) + (;&l;l), M,e:k)) - (,e’:‘, ,&y’), 
where Za-y’ ,,F$) = A(y~y), ;E:$‘)) ;E:‘) and ,~j~’ Ze:!) = /l(z~i!), ,,,ejk)) ,,.E:). 
It is trivial to check that 6,6, = 0. Besides, 6,6,(,&y’, ;ctS’), ,,elk)) = 
(r) 
,J.r - &‘, where ,eCk) a”) = &sy), ,J:“‘) u~.y) and 
E’ml c(j) = 
/1(,E$ w’&y ) M,~jlS), but th”eie ;wo must be linearly dependent be:ause’o-F the 
associativity of the A-product, so r = s and 6,6, = 0. We see now some cases 
in which this chain is exact. 
LEMMA 1. CoKer 6, = J. 
Proof It is easy to see that the cokernel map is given by F: S,(A) -) ,,:, 
E(CY , n,,x;) = cy , n,,, because of the connectivity of Q. I 
LEMMA 2. Assume (Q, I) is its own universal cover and Q has no 
oriented q-cles. Then Im d2 = Ker 6,. 
Proof It is enough to prove that for any abelian mapf: S,(A) --) M with 
JirZ = 0 there exists g: S,(4) --t A4 with gS, =J So let f: S,(A) + A4 with 
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fS, = 0 be given. We fix a vertex x,, E Q,, and define g: S&I) + M by 
g(y) = Cy=, cif(Ei), where w = a:’ +.. a>, ei E { 1. -1 ) is a path-not 
necessarily directed-in Q from x,, to y, and ai an arrow. We prove g is 
independent of the chosen path. So, assume u’ and M” are two paths from .‘I,, 
to y. As (Q, Z) is its own universal cover, then w - u” and it is enough to 
prove that f is constant in homotopy classes. To this purpose we only need 
to check the following cases: 
(a) If x+- y is an arrow in Q, a ‘a - r,. As rey’ = r, and 
(,F:‘. .xe:‘) E S,(A) we get 0 = f&JXs.~), .Y~.y)) = f(,ci!)) - f(,c~‘) - &sti’). 
so, f(,&Y)) = 0. 
(b) Let U, G be directed paths from x to J’ and Cy- , Jiui E Z(x, 4’) a 
minimal relation with U, = u and u2 = U. As Q has no oriented cycles and il 
is locally representation finite, we know by [ 11, that /i is schurian, this 
means 1 X,B,l I< 1 for every x, , x2 E Q,. Then, if we write u = U, a and 
v = v,/I with a, /3 arrows in Q, x +a x, , x 2 x2 we should have U = .,,&/I’. 
ii, = c y~l’,), p= x,~l;” and v, = d,&j;:’ with c, d E k*. So, 
and 
If we write 24 = a, ... a, with ai an arrow and U = c Yang’, by induction we 
have, .fYyEF)) = Z.E I f(&i>. 
(c) This is a trivial case. 
We prove now gS, =J Let Ysx (I) be a generator of S,(4). g6,(Y&~‘)= 
g(y - x) = g(y) - g(x). Let w = af’ ... a,” be a path from x,, to x, by 
what we have already proven: g(y) = Cy=, eif(tii) + f(,~(,“); then 
8(Y) - g(x) = fad’)). I 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over k and Q without 
oriented cycles. Then Ker 6, = Im 6,. 
Proof. We assume first that char k = 0, for example, k = C. Then 
C* is an injective cogenerator in mod 2 and we only need to check 
that b(S,(il), C*) +‘; L(SZ(/I), C*) +“; L(S3(/I), C*) is exact. Take 
,B E L(SZ(/I), C*) with Sf@) = 0. We define a new algebra ,4’ with set of 
vertices Q, and ,JX as base of Horn, ,(x, J) for x, y E Q,. The multiplication 
defined by 
,&,, ,‘E, = PU(,Ex, E,.) yEx if (p&xr -es) E S,(A) 
=o if not. 
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Observe we omit super-indices because /1 is again schurian. To prove the 
product is associative, we can take (!,E,~, ;F,,, ,J~) E s,(n) and calculate 
because ,D(,,E.~, Ze,) ,L&E~,, ,,.cJ’ ,L&E.~, ,.F,) IU(J~, ,J+~ ’ = 1. Besides, 
observe that ,D(,E+, X~,)P’ .E, is the unity in Horn,, (x, x) because 
L.~,~ Rex, ye,) E S,V 1 for any ,k. Then /i ’ is a well defined schurian 
algebra. As there is an arrow from x to J’ in Q if and only if Y~, exists and is 
not of the form c Y&z ,E, for x # z # JJ, Q is also the quiver associated to /i ‘. 
In this situation we can apply 111 to A ‘, obtaining a function v from the 
arrows of Q to @* such that for any two directed paths u’, w’ from x to ~9 
w=(r . . . a,, W’=Pm . ..p. we have n;= 1 ~(a;) Ori = I-I;-, @,) & in A’. 
As 2 is schurian we could choose Y~-r = zi ,” I, where Y~x is a directed path 
from x to y. So we can extend v E z(S,(/i), C *) by means of I@,) = 
IT;-; V(cXi), where +, = nnx,r ... a,. Let (y~r, z~v) be a generator of S,(4). 
then ~:(v)(,,E, ,ay) = v(;F,) v(~YE,)~’ I-‘(+Y,.)~ ‘; but +, Vzd,, and :u, are walks 
from x to z and we get 
4,c.J ,F,r = V(,EJ v( vc,r) ;t‘? . yE,- = G?.) ~(,.QPU(?.~,~ ;El.) 2c.y. 
Then S~(v)(,s,, -E),) = ,u(?,E.,, :cJ), and we are done. 
Now. assume char k f 0 and take s E S?(4) with 6,(s) = 0. Consider the 
i algebra ii’ with ?B, as base of Horn, (x. J?) and product 
:cy . )A-,. = ;E, if ,a,. +, f 0 in it 
=o if not. 
Again, 11’ is schurian and with quiver Q. By what we proved above. its 
correspondent sequence S,(/i ‘) --t82 S,(ii ‘) is exact. Of course, s can be 
written in S,(/i’) and 6;(s) = 0. The element t E S,(n’) with d,;(t) := s can 
also be written in S,(n) and 6,(t) = s. I 
With these partial steps we proceed to the: 
Proof of the theorem. Let /i z k(Q- Z) be a locally finite-representation k- 
category, 7~: (0, 7) + (Q, I) be the universal cover. Assume Q has no oriented 
cycles, then 71 is defined by the action of the free group IZ := n,(Q, 1). We 
will construct a special almost multiplicative base for 2 := k(Q, f). Recall 
that /1’ is schurian (see [S, 71). Let A := ((x, y) E 0: ( Horn,,-(x, ~1) # O), then 
ZZ acts freely on A. For 8 a class of A/ZZ we choose a representative 
(s, J) E 6) and a directed path ),u, from x to y such that JY := ,UX # O., then a 
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base of Hom,T(x, y). For g(x, JJ) = (gx, gv) we put p,,cRI := gYu,. As /i is 
schurian this is an almost multiplicative base. 
Consider the sequence 
S,(J) -5 S,(2) FZ S,(2) F, So(~) -t /i -----t 0. (*I 
We can directly apply Lemmas 1 and 2 to know it is exact at S,(2) and 
S,(l). Let s E S,(l?) with 8*(s) = 0, s = Cyzl n, !,E;, with n, E Z. 
Define r := End,q(@,“= , (x, @ y,)) a representation finite type algebra with 
quiver without oriented cycles. By Lemma 3, the sequence S,(f)-“’ 
S,(Z) +82 S,(T) corresponding to r is exact. As ,,E;, E Hom,(x,, y,) and the 
multiplication in r is as in 2, we have s E S,(T) with 6,(s) = 0, and then an 
element t E S,(T) with s3(t) = s. This t also lives in S,(J) and Jj(t) = s. So 
the complete sequence corresponding to /? is exact. 
We prove now that (*) is a Z?(n) free resolution of Z’. To prove S,,(J) is 
Y(ZZ) free, we take a set 0; of representatives of the ZZ orbits of 0,. For a 
function 0, +fM to a I(IZ)-module, we define f ‘: Q, + M by 
f’(gx) = d(x), and we extend it freely as an abelian group morphism to 
f: S,(J) + M. This is clearly a Z(ZZ)-morphism. 
ZZ also acts freely on the set of generators of S,(J) because of the way we 
define them. So S,(J) is Z’(n)-free. Similarly for S,(x) and S,(l). 
Then we can calculate the second cohomology group of ZZ with coef- 
ficients in k” by means of Hom,,n,(S,(& k*) -1% Hom,,,,,(S,(/i), k”) +“; 
Hom,,,,(S,(/i), k*) (**). By [ 6 1, H’(IZ, k*) = 0 and so this sequence is 
exact. 
Now we write down an almost multiplicative base for /1: 
Let Hom,(x, y) # 0, take X E 0, with 71x=x. As @.FjY Hom,r(Z, J) g 
Hom,(x. ~1) then ( ,,E? = z$~/ Hom,l(x, j) # 0) = >B, is a base of 
Hom,,(x, 4’). We show it is independent of the choice of X. Assume ~75’ = x, 
there exists g E ZZ with gX = X’. If Hom,i(x’, i) # 0, we put g = g ‘Z and 
Horn,,-(f, 7) # 0 then $F, = g yE-7 and rr ,,E,?= TC ,c,?, and vice versa. This 
show this base is almost multiplicative: 
because we select J to be the starting point of the lifting of Ic:.‘. 
We consider part of the sequence for /i, S,(A) +b1 S,(A) -*? S,(A) and 
the resulting Hom,(S,(/i), k*) +6; Hom,(S,(/i), k*) +“; Hom,(S,(n), k*) 
which is trivially isomorphic to (**) by means of the morphisms induced by 
rr, and so is also exact. 
As before, we call ,I E Hom,(S,(n), k”) such that for (,.E:‘, ,e:,“) E 
S,(A), &,i) ,F$) = A(,&.$ z ei)) Zen.“. We must show /1 E Ker 8-r. 
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Let (,Ey’, (j’ Z~, , ,J:~‘) be a generator of S,(A). We have 
&’ y&x ‘0 = /&&I::‘, z&y’) ),&Y), I(.&?) ;&:i’ = A(,&$ ,,,t‘;k’) &y 
and 
Being linearly dependent, l-=S 
4 ?c$‘, z~k!‘) /l(r~i’), ,,,&jk’). Therefore, 
and &E:!‘, ,,.E:~‘) A(,,&:‘, ,,,&.bm’) = 
116 ( cCi’ 3 y x , &‘, ,,E:~)) = 1. Then, there 
exists b E Hom,(S,(A), k*) with b6, = 6:(b) = 1. 
We define ,Elf’ := b(g.zc’) y~y’ such that ,.8, = {$‘j’} is a base of 
HomAx, Y> and i y ,Ey’ $3 
b( $t’) e(t’ = 2”’ 
= b(,,e:’ + &‘) &cl”, z~y’) ;el” = 
q;E~‘,n;c$‘). i x 
because b(,c$‘) b(,c;‘)- ’ b(;c:l”) - ’ = bd,(,e;‘, ;E;!‘) = 
So B is a multiplicative base for A and our theorem is proved. 1 
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